The Last Chapter . . .
Can it be any better?
administer | family
stories | joy
old age | retirement
caregiver | jobs
resident | Happiness
hope | rest home
PAST | senior living
community | reputation
reputation | federal standards
loneliness | profit-making enterprise
LAST CHAPTER | workplace
owner | meaning
EMPLOYEE | senior care experts
Is it possible for these business enterprises to see their residents more as people with skills and experience, who have lived meaningful lives and who want to continue to find meaning and purpose in their lives in the future?

Is it possible to address the social isolation that many older people feel?

Can this be done in a way that benefits all of the people just mentioned?
What We Do . . .
Help residents network and connect with one another as we get to know them ...

1. Meet with incoming residents in their homes
2. Help them collect significant keepsakes for their personal history trunk™
3. Photograph their keepsakes
4. Publish a personalized coffee table book
5. Deliver trunk + coffee table book after they move in
6. Facilitate a 4-month interactive socialization program
Lonely? New Friends? Happy? Stories?
BE A HERO TO YOUR RESIDENTS.